
Understanding personas
A quick primer

Why heroes?
Not everyone thinks the same way we do
Not everyone uses technology the same way as you
Not everyone has the same knowledge as you

Personas provide hypothetical users we can use 
to test our assumptions. They humanise the 
student experience.

Most importantly they help us realise:
Not all users behave the same way!

We can imagine our students as heroes 
on a quest to get their degree.

Each has their own strengths
And each their own weaknesses

Most importantly, each hero has a story

And like most stories, it’s when things don’t go 
right for the hero that tells us the most.

To learn more about heroes read
“Personas are dead. Long live heroes!” - http://clearleft.com/thinks/329
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Meet our student heroes
Super Helpful
The one that knows everything
“I’m that friend everyone has that just knows 
how things are done”

Captain Planner
The one that plans everything
“I’d like to test the best laid plans of mice and 
men”

Excited Explorer
The one that’s confused
“I’m new to your ‘university world’ but I’ll find 
my way”

The Juggler
The one that does too many things
“Who says there’s not enough time to get it all 
done?”

Wonder Winger
The one that’s winging it
“If you don’t have fun while you’re at uni, 
what’s the point?”

The Struggler
The one that’s falling behind
“Maybe I’m just in over my head?”



Super Helpful
The one that knows everything

I’m that friend everyone has that just 
knows how things are done

“
”

Course rules

Stats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Origin story
Some say that Super Helpful got to be this way because they’ve already met every 
problem you can possibly meet. They’re always trying to do things outside the 
box and systems are always getting in the way. Now they use their new found 
knowledge to help others on their quests.

About their quest

Perceptive Helpful Persistent

Patient

Busy

Arch enemy

Seriousness

Planning

Attention to detail

From the moment they enrolled Super Helpful ran into problems. They got 
special permission to enrol in a variation of their course - one that definitely 
did not meet the standard course rules. Then for each re-enrolment their units 
weren’t properly updated on the Deakin Website, so none of the information was 
accurate.

Throughout this their allies are unit chairs, faculty members and course advisors 
– they have had to have a lot of one-on-one advice. Amongst their friends and 
friends of friends, they are the go-to-person for help navigating the waters of 
university administration.

They are motivated by understanding the university ins and outs, so they can 
always be of help to their peers.

Now if only there was an easy way to explain all this jargon to everyone else...

Boundaries

From the moment they met, course 
rules and Super Helpful didn’t get 
along. It was this fighting against the 
way you’re “supposed to do things” 
that made Super Helpful the hero 
they are today.

Mission to help others navigate the university world

When I need help I...

Ask friends

Ask a course 
adviser

Look it up
(online)

Comprehending jargon

How to reach them

Social media

SMS

Mobile (app)

Email

Web portal



Captain Planner
The one that plans everything

I know what I want and I plan it 
meticulously

“
”

Change

Stats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Origin story
Captain Planner is a perfectionist and seeking to be a high achiever in their field 
of interest. They meticulously plan out their path to success so they can be as 
efficient as possible.  They know the ins and outs of the university not because 
they have had many obstacles but because they are information seekers and seek 
to follow the rules and know everything to achieve their goal efficiently.

About their quest

Perfectionist

Demanding

Arch enemy

Seriousness

Planning

Attention to detail

From the moment they get accepted into the university they know what they 
want to achieve. Their Allies are student and course advisors. They help lay out 
their strict course map, which they follow diligently throughout the process – they 
read about the units and enrol accordingly – things are smooth and easy. 

However, if they meet Change throughout their journey their world falls apart. 
Worst of all is unannounced or unexpected change. A sudden change in class time 
or heaven forbid a last minute exam venue change are disastrous 

Because they are always on top of things, they are also a good source of 
information for their peers. Friends will come to them to confirm when 
assignments are due or term is about to begin.

When Captain Planner confronts 
Change their world starts to crumble. 
Facing uncertainty causes stress and 
forces them to adjust their plans. 
Out of fear they seek more and more 
information - a hopeless task against 
change

Mission make life structured and efficient

When I need help I...

Ask friends

Ask a course 
adviser

Look it up
(online)

Comprehending jargon

How to reach them

Social media

SMS

Mobile (app)

Email

Web portal

Efficient Meticulous

Information seeker Helpful

Frustrated Conformer



Wonder Winger
The one that’s winging it

If you don’t have fun while you’re at uni, 
what’s the point?

“
”

Structure

Stats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Origin story
Some say that the Wonder Winger isn’t even real. Or at least doesn’t show up to 
classes where they don’t mark attendance. At some point in their life they realised 
that life is more fun if you don’t take things so seriously. They coasted through 
school and now find that uni is a bit harder than they expected - but not hard 
enough to ruin a good time. 

About their quest

Luck

Planning

Arch enemy

Seriousness

Planning

Attention to detail

Coasting through high school might have been easy but university is throwing 
up another set of challenges. Not selecting units in the right order risks turning 
a three year degree into a four year degree (or longer). And unit selection isn’t 
immediately simple for anyone - least of all Wonder Winger.

Choosing classes is a mix of things that look interesting and things that look 
easy. The long term goal is still there - successfully graduate with a degree. But 
getting all passes in easy subjects means the same degree as distinctions in hard 
subjects.  Of course units aren’t listed by difficulty, so they rely on a combination 
of intuition, word of mouth and good old fashioned luck.

What’s of bigger concern is when parties are on, how to make new friends and 
when is that assignment due again?

The antithesis of fun is boredom. 
And there’s nothing more boring 
than structure and routine. Structure 
implies rules which imply restrictions. 
Wonder Winger didn’t like structure 
the moment they saw it and they 
aren’t about to start now.

Mission to make the most of every moment

When I need help I...

Ask friends

Ask a course 
adviser

Look it up
(online)

Comprehending jargon

How to reach them

Social media

SMS

Mobile (app)

Email

Web portal

Optimism Guile

Friendliness

Preparation Focus



Excited Explorer
The one that’s confused

I’m new to your ‘university world’ but I’ll 
find my way

“
”

University Jargon

Stats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Origin story
Rumour has it that there’s more than one Excited Explorer. Some say they speak 
another language while others say they just have no academic flair. The fact is 
that they’ve come to university with no understanding of how it works. It was a 
big decision to start studying and now they have to wade through the waters of 
university life.

About their quest

Persistent

Confused

Arch enemy

Seriousness

Planning

Attention to detail

What’s a unit? Is that the same as a credit point or is it like a subject? Is a seminar 
the same as a lecture or a tutorial?

These are just some of the questions faced by Excited Explorer upon setting down 
at the land of higher education.

The Excited Explorer is sometimes tenacious and focused enough to find the 
answers out on their own. But mostly they would prefer to ask the friends they’ve 
made in this new place. And when they undoubtedly come up against a wall of 
incomprehensible jargon they come in and ask a course adviser for help.

Enrolment takes them longer than everyone else as they get use to the way things 
work. They have difficulty choosing which units to study and may opt for a more 
structured, ordered degree.

Jargon is constantly trying to stop, 
divert and confuse our Hero.  Just at 
Excited Explorer has won one battle 
more Jargon pops up out of nowhere. 
Success comes thanks to patience, 
persistence and asking friends.

Mission to find the signal from the noise

When I need help I...

Ask friends

Ask a course 
adviser

Look it up
(online)

Comprehending jargon

How to reach them

Social media

SMS

Mobile (app)

Email

Web portal

Hopeful Confident

Patient

Overwhelmed



The Juggler
The one that does too many things

Who says there’s not enough time to get 
it all done?

“
”

Time

Stats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Origin story
Not much is known about The Juggler’s personal life other than that they have a 
lot of it. Are they busy because they have kids, two jobs, a double degree course 
load or all of the above? All anyone knows is that they seem to have done a lot 
and plan to do a lot more. When The Juggler decided to go to University, they 
knew that it would be yet another thing to juggle but that was okay. Being busy 
and getting a lot done gives them satisfaction.

About their quest

Positivity

Over confidence

Arch enemy

Seriousness

Planning

Attention to detail

How can they fit in all their uni classes in among the other things they have to do. 
It’s a combination of good planing and missing a few unimportant things when 
time gets the better of them. They are efficient, but often lack a sense of when 
things need to be done. 

Exams are obviously important and they know when their assignments are 
due - it’s working out how much time to put towards them that’s the hard part. 
Questions like “does the lecturer take attendance?” are a pretty big deal. When 
first enrolled they set goal and are determined to achieve it. 

Friends and automatic reminders are therefore Star Juggler’s allies. The timetable 
is the Jugglers best friend and as soon it becomes available they plan it out in an 
attempt to make it to as many classes as possible without clashing with other 
commitments of their busy life.

Time is most certainly not on the 
Juggler’s side. Just when they think 
everything is done an assignment 
pops up and when that’s done it’s 
exam season. Sometimes something 
might slip but they’ll never let time 
get the upper hand.

Mission to find a way to find everything in

When I need help I...

Ask friends

Ask a course 
adviser

Look it up
(online)

Comprehending jargon

How to reach them

Social media

SMS

Mobile (app)

Email

Web portal

Multitasking Confident

Ambitious

Busy



The Struggler
The one that’s falling behind

Maybe I’m just in over my head?“
”

Exams

Stats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Origin story
When Struggle started university, it wasn’t as Struggle, on the contrary, they 
were excited and hopeful about this new journey. They knew it could be tough, 
but hadn’t imagined how tough. Their lack of focus and attention to their studies 
hasn’t done them any favours. Out of this unfortunate situation, our hero began 
to struggle. Now they just feel like they’re in over their head.

About their quest

Hopeful

Arch enemy

Seriousness

Planning

Attention to detail

Maybe they thought university would be easy. Maybe they just have other things 
going on in their life like work or family commitments. It doesn’t matter though - 
if they want to complete their quest they have to overcome their weaknesses and 
study hard.

It started off fine but as the classes got harder they started failing a few. Before 
they knew it every course they were taking was hard. By the time they started 
doing their assignments it was too late to withdraw and the work was piling up 
around them.

They knew they needed to spend more time studying but it just never seemed to 
happen for them. Now they are seeking out course advisors for help, asking unit 
chairs for extensions and dealing with academic restrictions.

Can they make it to the end?

The enemy that just never seems to 
stop coming and that’s defeated our 
hero many times. They dread facing 
and sometimes go out of the way to 
avoid exams. But they have no choice, 
if they want to prevail they must 
overcome this enemy.

Mission to finish my degree and not get kicked out

When I need help I...

Ask friends

Ask a course 
adviser

Look it up
(online)

Comprehending jargon

How to reach them

Social media

SMS

Mobile (app)

Email

Web portal

Persistent

Pressure Time Focus


